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Don’t Worry About Dressing Ugly
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Christmas sweaters, and it makes
a person want to join them.
People believe it’s cool to wear ugly Christmas sweaters
When Escobar wears his ugly The holiday season through the eyes of a turkey
by Cassandra Bramasco
bar claimed that its a cultural sweaters he gets mixed reactions by Sophia Reyes
merizing melody, increasing
Staff Writer
Staff Writer
thing and when the sweaters are from different people. He expressmy excitement. I couldn’t help
n order to be part of a holi- shown in holiday movies it es how some people like it and
ecember has come sooner but nod my head to the beat.
day tradition, festive people makes people want to get one. some people think the sweaters than I thought, and Jack Frost
There was a sudden crash
wear ugly Christmas sweatA Christmas movie that makes are too ugly and a waste of money. has already visited, leaving be- nearby. They were metal objects
ers during the holiday seahind cold breezes and snow. The hitting the cement floor.They
son and make sure the sweatweather has become awfully seemed to be filed and sharp,
ers are as ugly as they can be.
freezing, to the point where my ready to cut through anything. I
People really get into the
feathers feel like popsicles. I look noticed red liquid dripping down
holiday spirit and love to parthrough the windows found di- from them. It sounds exciting to
ticipate in holiday traditions.
rectly above me, still allowing me be inside, with all the noise and
According to senior Alondra
to see the gray sky. From a dis- the flashing light that appears
Lopez, one of her traditions is
tance there are lights of various when the door is creaked open.
wearing ugly Christmas sweatvibrant colors giving off a bright Only just a week ago my brother
ers. She claims they can only be
glow to see the surrounding area. was chosen and taken to the conworn during the holidays and are
I come across a thin, white blan- tained area. All that can be heard
a good way to get people in the
ket of snow skewed across the are screeches, the clattering of
Christmas spirit. “I can express
trees, a sight I’ll never forget. metal objects, and the occasional
how much I love Christmas with
Everyone began to stir from Bang! There is also this strange,
just a sweater, and it’s cool.”
their positions within the metal thick, bright red paint leaking unThe whole point of a Christmas
fences. We all awoke with high derneath the closed doors, used
sweater is for it to be ugly. “The
spirits, scuttling our way to- to commemorate such festive
uglier the better,” exclaims Lowards the front and awaiting moments. I hope to see my brothpez. “What’s the point of a sweatthe anticipated moment of who er inside so we can both enjoy
er if it’s not going to be ugly?”
will be chosen. I here gobbles such joyous moments together.
Senior Alondra Lopez shows off one of her ugly sweaters
Senior Fernando Escobar
of joy all around me, and some
From a distance I see an old
also claims that ugly Christ- Escobar want a sweater is Home This year, on December 16, it’s of my fellow mates begin to man coming towards us. He
mas sweaters are appealing to Alone. “On the the cover Ma- National Ugly Sweater Day, and crash into the others for room stops right in front and scans the
him because they’re so ugly. caulay Culkin wears a baggy, Lopez plans on participating and to reach the front of the fence. crowd with his frosty eyes and
“Some try to look cool, but red knitted sweater...it’s icon- wants to make sure it’s the ugliest
I am extremely excited, since crooked smile planted upon his
those are lame. The goal is to ic and makes me want one.” Christmas sweater. Lopez decid- today I am one of many chosen face. His eyes land on me in an
look like a dork on Christmas.”
Social media is another fac- ed that she will make her sweater ones to be picked as an honored instant, and I knew that it was
Holiday movies are another tor on why Christmas sweaters and will use different kinds of guest for the festivities coming now my time to come forward
reason why ugly Christmas are popular. Lopez explains how decorative pieces to make her upon us. To prepare for my ex- and fulfill my duty. The man
sweaters are popular. Esco- people post pictures of their ugly sweater the ugliest it can be. citing departure I had to sustain reached for me, and we began
from eating for several hours, our journey to the closed off
no doubt to keep me from get- zone. On our way, I felt a meting even more tremendous tallic pistol on his side. It’s cold
The real reason why the holiday selling season is closer
and not to offend those found touch sent shivers through me.
by Mechelle Haro
doesn’t it? People would rather
within the closed off area with Before entering, I took a glimpse
Layout Editor
get their holiday shopping done
my good looks and robust body. beyond the stables, through the
ith Halloween out of the earlier than later to avoid anyI could hear a faint sound of windows and saw a snow covway, the holidays are quickly thing from crowds, to a low salmusic coming from outside. The ered tree again. Maybe once
rolling up and coming earlier ary that month. Not only do conlovely voice kept repeating the the festivities are over I’ll see
year after year. Many people sumers commit the act of early
phrase, jingle bells. Such a mes- that beautiful snow once more.
will find this annoying and un- holiday shopping, retailers themThere are some that will say will buy anything on sale with- many people, no matter who
necessary, but isn’t the whole selves commit the act of lowering
prices
on
popular
holiday
items
that
selling any holiday related out knowing that the item was they are, will always be looking
point of the holidays about
months
before
the
holidays.
The
item
should be restricted only meant to sell out to make room forward to the limited time holishowing off holiday spirit?
reason
for
this
early
holiday
sale,
to
the
month in which that holi- for the holiday sales. There’s also day season products that many
Many people will admit that
day
occurs.
Some even go as far the fact that if the selling season places, like Starbucks, will alas
nwcn.com
reveals,
is
for
rewhen they were children, there
as
protesting
the early selling of were to be moved to occur only ways be promoting. Although
tailers
to
“determine
what
they
was nothing better to look forholiday
items.
What these people in the month in which the holi- the holidays seem to take forever
need
to
stock
for
the
holidays
ward to than the holidays. School
don’t
consider
is the fact that day occurs, stores will be full of to come, just remember that the
and
calculate
warehouse
space.”
was off, presents were given, and
they
are
the
ones
doing this act people and the stock of items holiday season will come earIf
both
people
and
retailers
are
nothing really mattered besides
of
disgrace
without
even know- will be completely messed up. lier than expected, and everyone
benefiting
from
this
early
“sellthose holidays. Isn’t that what
ing
about
it.
They,
as
consumers, And let’s not forget the fact that will be looking forward to it.
ing
season”
why
is
it
a
bad
thing?
everyone still looks for when the
holidays are approaching? Walking into stores and seeing all
those big banners that simply say
“HOLIDAY SALE” with all the
Christmas trees and ornaments
crowding the place, the smell of
all the holiday spices filling up the
place, this is what makes a true
holiday. So why is it that many
people are getting annoyed of
this holiday feeling? Not only the
feeling, but the fact that stores are
advertising the holidays months
before they actually come.
Believe it or not, the fact that
stores are bringing this “selling
season” earlier than the day of the
holiday itself is because we, as
consumers, are making them do
it. Retail site Polyvore has actually released data based on Christmas-related interests and saw that
people’s interests on Christmasrelated items were coming earlier and earlier as the years go by
(cnbc.com). In 2016, people’s interests even came as early as SepStores will begin to fill up on hoilday-themed items earlier every year depending on consumer demand for holiday gifts
tember. But this all makes sense,
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